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Often, one needs to separate DNA by size.
Common technique: electrophoresis. DNA moves in some medium in an electric
field, different lengths move at different speeds → separation.
A gel or an entangled polymer solution is used. Without it (in free solution) the
electrophoretic velocity is DNA-size-independent ⇒ no separation.
field
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Both Q and ζ are ∼NDNA, so µ is independent of NDNA .
Not exactly true, but only varies with length for very small sizes [K. Grass et al., Phys. Rev.
Lett. 100, 096104 (2008)].

Separation without a gel: covalently attach identical neutral “drag-tags” to the DNAs.
A more correct picture
at weak fields:

Simplistically: Charge Q is still ~NDNA. But ζ ~ NDNA + α

N DNA
Q
μ DNA+DT= ∼
ζ N DNA +α

McCormick et al., J.
Chromatogr. A 924
(2001) 43

Larger DNAs move faster
End-labeled free-solution electrophoresis (ELFSE)
[Mayer et al., Anal. Chem. 66 (1994) 1777; Meagher et al., Electrophoresis 26 (2005) 331]

μ DNA+DT
N DNA
μ DNA = N
+α
DNA

Since the time to pass a certain distance (elution time) ~ 1/µ (assuming E = const),

t DNA+DT
=1+ α
t DNA
N DNA
Assumes that friction is local neglecting hydrodynamic interactions (free draining).

tDNA+DT/tDNA

Nevertheless, it was assumed
that the theory gives a fully
adequate description of
experimental data. Indeed,
the dependence is linear. But
the intercept is not unity!
Does not make sense. There
can be other explanations and
not all data sets are like this
[cf. simulations K. Grass et
al., Macromolecules 42, 5352
(2009)], but still ...
1/NDNA

Ren et al., Electrophoresis 20 (1999) 2501

In recent experiments, unfolded proteins (peptides) have been used as drag-tags –
easy to make identical ones via genetic engineering techniques [Meagher et al.,
Anal. Chem. 80 (2008) 2842]. The fact that they are unfolded increases friction.
Branched drag-tags have been
considered:

Originally: a globular protein (streptavidin)

Desruisseaux et al.,
Macromolecules 34 (2001) 44

Micelles as drag-tags (reversible
binding). Savard et al., Electrophoresis 29
(2008) 2779.

S. Nedelcu and G. W. Slater,
Electrophoresis 26 (2005) 4003

Biotin drag-tags+bound proteins. Dodgson et
al., Analyt. Chem. 84 (2012) 5470 (Krylov group)

Affinity electrophoresis. No drag-tag as such, but a similar situation.

Tsukada et al., Electrophoresis 33 (2012) 2122

A variety of drag-tags (flexible polymers, branched, micelles, globular); different
attachment points. Simple theory predicts the same DNA size dependence of
mobility. May not be the case when HI are taken into account. So different
situations need to be considered separately.

Hydrodynamic interactions
A particle moving in a fluid creates a flow which in turn affects other particles. If
we just look at the motion of the particles, it's as if one particle interacts with other
particles dragging them – HI.
For a particle on which an external force F acts, the flow is

v i (r )=H ij F j , where

H ij =

(

ri r j
1
δ ij + 2
8 π ηr
r

)

– Oseen tensor

Note that this is similar to the electrostatic potential, but there is also a tensorial
(angle-dependent) part. After averaging over the sphere of radius r, becomes
scalar: δij /(6πηr).
Hydrodynamic interactions are additive when the particle density is small. For a
polymer of N monomers, the monomer density is ~N/Rg3~N1-3γ→0 when N→∞.

Hydrodynamic interactions

v i (r )=H ij F j , where

H ij =

(

ri r j
1
δ ij + 2
8 π ηr
r

)

δij /(6πηr) after averaging

Suppose we have a charged particle; suppose for now there are only
electrostatic forces (no external mechanical forces acting on the particle).
Excess of counterions in the Debye layer. If the particle is pushed by the electric
field, the counterions are pushed in the opposite direction. If we look at the flow
created by the (particle+counterions), we get a sum

v i ( r )=∑ particles H ij ( r −r ( m) )q (m ) E j
very similar to the Coulomb sum over the charges for the potential, which, as
we know, decays exponentially. Except, Hij is tensorial. So, besides the
exponential part, there is also a part that decays as 1/r3. However, after
averaging over directions this part vanishes. Long and Ajdari, Eur. Phys. J E 4
(2001) 29 has the full expression before averaging.
So the effective HI tensor averaged over directions decays exponentially:

〈H

(el )
ij

δij −r / λ
〉=
e
6πηr

D

For a uniformly charged polymer, different parts (at distances >> λD) do not
interact hydrodynamically. Friction is local – mobility is length-independent once
the polymer is >> λD.
But if there are heterogeneities, different parts will try to move at different speeds
and will pull on each other (mechanical force). This will create a long-range flow
and long-range HI not screened by counterions.
Assumption: Debye length λD<< all other important length scales (e.g., charge or
geometry heterogeneities). Zero-Debye-length limit.
Can divide the polymer (surface) into “monomers” (>> λD, but <<
heterogeneities). The mobility µi of monomer i is well-defined.

Theory of electrophoresis of heterogeneous polyelectrolytes
Long et al., J. Phys.: Cond. Mat. 8 (1996) 9471; J. Chem. Phys. 108 (1998) 1234
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Mobility of the polymer is a weighted average of the mobilities of the monomers.
If there is no field, but only mechanical forces:

〈 F 〉=∑ j G 〈 V 〉 ⇒ 〈 F 〉≡∑i 〈 F 〉=∑i , j G 〈 V 〉
i

ij

Drag (or friction) coefficient ζ:

i

ij

〈 F 〉=ζ 〈V 〉 ⇒ ζ=∑i , j G =∑ j Γ j
ij

Mechanical drag coefficient is the sum of the (unnormalized) weights Γ.
This is Zimm's calculation (1956) – uses the same Kirkwood-Riseman approx.
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If we assume that weights Γj do not depend on the position along the chain (as,
e.g., for a ring polymer), then for the DNA conjugated with a neutral drag-tag,

N DNA Γ DNA μ DNA +N DT Γ DT×0
N DNA
N DNA
μ DNA+DT=
=
μ =
μ
N DNA Γ DNA+N DT Γ DT
N DNA +cN DT DNA N DNA +α DNA
ij
〈
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Actually, for a Gaussian chain, using

1
1
〉=
,
3
6 π ηr ij √ 6 π ∣i− j∣ ηb

1
.
it can be shown that Γ j ∝
1 /4
[ j(N − j)]
The 1/4 power divergence is mentioned in Long et al., but not the full
dependence, although it can actually be found in Zimm's 1956 paper, if one looks
closely!

1
Γ ( x)∝
, x= j/ N
1 /4
[ x (1− x)]

Monomers near the ends of the chain affect the mobility more than those near
the middle – end effect.
A charged monomer near the end has fewer near neighbours and so
experiences less drag from other monomers and is able to move faster and pull
the rest of the chain with itself

A consequence: an overall neutral polymer can have nonzero mobility.

Negatively charged ends have a higher weight than the positively charged middle.
Long et al., J. Chem. Phys. 108, 1234 (1998).
Hickey et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 148301 (2010).
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Using Γ(x)≡const gives the old
linear dependence on NDNA.

t DNA+DT
N
=1+ DT
t DNA
N DNA
−1 /4

Using the correct Γ ( x)=[ x (1− x)]
makes it nonlinear.
Can still be fitted with a linear function over a rather wide range, but the
apparent intercept is > 1.
3/ 4

Note that in the limit 1/ N DNA → 0, (t DNA+DT /t DNA )−1∼(1/ N DNA )
instead of linear.

Log-log plot

Power 3/4 for both small and large NDNA, with different prefactors.

In reality, even the ssDNA is not completely flexible. Also, the drag-tag flexibility is
in general different from the DNA flexibility, or it can be a globule, a micelle, etc.
First, consider the cases of a rigid rod and a semiflexible polymer, still assuming
that the drag-tag flexibility is the same as the DNA flexibility.
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=
.
For a rigid rod, H =
6 π ηr ij 6 π ηb∣i− j∣
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Invert numerically.

ij

For a semiflexible chain, generate many conformations, get 〈 H 〉, then invert.
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A technical detail: 〈 H 〉= =

a = 0.25b is the optimal value.

1
,
6 π ηa

a is the “bead radius”.

Stiff rod
Fits:
Γ ( x)=

√

ln BN / 4
ln BNx (1−x )

Without
normalization, the
prefactor goes as
1/ln(CN), so the total
drag ~N/ln(CN)

Normalized so that Γ(0.5)=1. Flatter than for flexible (end effect less significant),
get flatter as N increases (i.e., the length/diameter ratio gets larger).
Related to the known fact from slender body theory: the force density along a
slender body moving in a fluid is nearly constant, except very close to the ends

Stiff rod
(assuming that both the DNA and the drag-tag are stiff)

N DT =50

(

N DT
length
=
=100
diameter 2 a

)

Much weaker end
effect than for
flexible, intercept
closer to 1.

(tDNA+DT/tDNA – 1) is
linear near 0 instead
of power 3/4.

Semiflexible chain
Bead-rod,

〈 r⃗i⋅r⃗j 〉=exp(−1/ p) .

R2g → N coth (1/2 p)≈2 pN , p>∼1

N DT =50
Persistence length = 5,
i.e., 20 bead radii

Taking the DNA
radius ~ 0.5 nm, this
will be ~ 10 nm.
Nearly coincides with
the stiff line for
shorter DNA.
Demonstrates the
importance of taking
polymer stiffness into
account
Gets closer to the
flexible line as the
DNA length
increases

p=5

Semiflexible chain. Weights.
Compared to rescaled flexible and rescaled stiff.

Crossover at ~50 >> p.

The result for fully flexible chains is encouraging – about the same intercept as
experimentally. But once the chain gets stiffer, end effects decrease very fast.
Experiments were for a stiff (globular) drag-tag and not completely flexible DNA.
Seems bad. However, the degrees of flexibility are different. So it is important to
see what happens when the flexibilities are different.
On the other hand, in new experiments by Barron et al. unfolded protein dragtags are used – these are actually more flexible than the DNA!

Consider these and other situations of interest.
I will assume the drag-tag is neutral throughout.

1. Stiff (rodlike) drag-tag, completely flexible DNA.
2. Completely flexible drag-tag, rodlike DNA.
3. Globular drag-tag (sphere, cube).
Aside: spheres alone

4. Branched drag-tag and star polymers.
5. Self-avoiding polymers (“fake it”) and related stuff.

In most cases:
1. Properties of the weight function.
2. Importance of end effects – nonlinearity of inverse mobility as a function of the
DNA length.
3. Test the hypothesis that µ = µDNA/2 when the non-electrophoretic frictions of
the DNA and the drag-tag are equal.

tDNA+DT/tDNA

1/NDNA

Characterize the importance of “end effects” by the value of the intercept of the
linear fit to the interval in which the values of µDNA/µ are between 1.25 and 1.75.
E.g., 1.078 for completely flexible, 1.025 for completely stiff. This is arbitrary, but
useful, and at least does not depend on how the x axis is scaled, what the size of
the drag-tag is (with caveats), etc.

Rodlike drag-tag, flexible DNA
Stick length = 10

Quite significant curvature. Intercept ~ 0.11 – larger than when both are flexible.

Rodlike drag-tag, flexible DNA
Stick length = 50

Quite significant curvature. Intercept ~ 0.13 – larger than when both are flexible.

Rodlike drag-tag, flexible DNA
Log-log plot. Different drag-tag length with the rescaled x axis
If DNA and DT are
segregated (no HI),

ζ DNA μ DNA
μ DNA+DT=
ζDNA +ζ DT
2
∝ N 1/DNA

Collapse to a single curve. Scaling coeffs.~(N/ln N)2. 3/4 power over a wide range.

Flexible drag-tag, rodlike DNA
Drag-tag length = 500

Much closer to linear. Intercept ~ 0. Curved down, rather than up.

Flexible drag-tag, rodlike DNA
Drag-tag length = 500. Log-log plot.
If DNA and DT are
segregated (no HI),

μ DNA

ζ DT
μ DNA+DT −1= ζ
DNA
ln N
∝
N DNA

Weights
Fixed flexible segment length=500, vary stiff segment length.

Weights of the flexible part depend very little on the length of the stiff part – little HI

Weights (rescaled to match flexible)
Fixed flexible segment length=500, vary stiff segment length.

For large stiff lengths, stiff weights rather flat and at the same level. Total (rescaled)
weight scales linearly. For short stiff parts, much like the last monomer of the
flexible part.

ζ 1=ζ2 ⇒μ=μ DNA /2 hypothesis
Rodlike drag-tag. DNA length needed for:
Rod length

μ=μ DNA /2

ζ 1=ζ2

Ratio

10
20
50
100

20.22
57.845
250.4
790.8

21.81
63.42
276.0
869.65

1.079
1.096
1.102
1.100

Flexible drag-tag. DNA length needed for:
Coil length

μ=μ DNA /2

ζ 1=ζ2

Ratio

500

76.02

71.73

0.944

About 5% off in hydrodynamic radius.

A streptavidin drag-tag is rigid, but more like a sphere than a rod.
To use the same approach, build a sphere out of beads. But it is not clear that
this will work! The pairwise approximation for HI is only strictly valid when the
bead concentration is low. This is true for flexible polymers (in the large N limit
the monomer density goes to 0), but not for a sphere composed of densely
packed beads. Let's try anyway!

Build a simple cubic lattice of beads and remove all beads outside the sphere.
Lattice constant is unity.

Sphere friction divided by radius (and viscosity)

Quite close to the Stokes formula value.

Weights of beads as a function of the distance from the centre for R = 8.

Weights zero inside! Only need to fill with beads the outer shell of thickness ~1 –
saves a lot of computational effort!

Zero weights of inside beads – their charges do not contribute to the mobility!
If we have a porous charged sphere (e.g., a nanogel),
then its electrophoretic mobility is determined by the
charges close to the surface – charges in the bulk are
irrelevant.
Obviously, not true for a solid sphere impenetrable to the fluid and
counterions. Our approach does assume that fluid and counterions penetrate.
Note this is irrelevant for our purposes – a solid sphere drag-tag should be
equivalent to a porous one, as long as the DNA does not penetrate.
Dual to Owen's problem of EOF in a capillary coated by a charged brush.
Charge on the outer surface of the brush is more important than inner charge
and wall charge.
Gary's question: what happens if a charge moves through a nanogel?

Why does this work?
Lorentz (1897):

⃗v (⃗x )=−∫S

̂ (⃗r )=
Ĥ (⃗x −⃗y) ⃗f (⃗y) dS (⃗y ), where H

Force density on the surface ⃗f ( ⃗r )

(

1
̂I + ⃗r  ⃗r
2
8 π ηr
r

)

is found from the no-slip BC:

̂ ( ⃗x − ⃗y ) ⃗f ( ⃗y )dS ( ⃗y )
V⃗ =−∫S H
If the surface is discretized (“divided into beads”),

V⃗ =−∑ j Ĥ ij ⃗f j ,

⃗f i=−V⃗ ∑ ( Ĥ −1 )ij
j
Our equation is just this, averaged over orientations.
A primitive version of the boundary element method of solving fluid dynamics
problems.
The advantage is we can treat solid objects and polymers on equal footing
dividing both into “beads” or “monomers”.

A flexible polymer attached to a sphere. Weights.

Attachment point is at 0. Unlike the case of attachment to a rod, significant
decrease as the sphere size increases.

A flexible polymer attached to a sphere. Rescaled weights.

Parts of the polymer near the attachment point contribute less to the mobility.

Spherical drag-tag – weights of individual parts. Log-log plot.

Initial slope of the DNA weight is 1. For a rodlike drag-tag only slightly >0.5.
“Shadowing effect.”

Rodlike drag-tag – weights of individual parts. Log-log plot.

Spherical drag-tag – total friction

√ N DNA

at large NDNA

Spherical drag-tag – total friction. Zoom in on small NDNA.

/2
Grows as N 3DNA
at small NDNA. An inflection point.

Spherical drag-tag – mobility

The intercept is quite high, as for the rodlike drag-tag.

Spherical drag-tag – mobility. Log-log plot.

Unlike for rodlike drag-tag, crosses over to 1 instead of ~1/2.

Sphere vs. cube face vs. cube vertex vs. cube edge.
Different curvature of the surface.

Sizes matched to
have the same
friction
“Image charges”
Flat surface gives
more pronounced
drop than convex
one. Concave
surface should give
even more.

Charges very close to the attachment point have little influence on the mobility.
Not entirely clear if the weight in the sphere case drops to 0 extremely close to the surface.

Likewise, the weights of the parts of the drag-tag closest to the attachment point
are lower. If the drag-tag is charged, the charges near the attachment point
matter less.
A charged but overall neutral
sphere with a neutral polymer
attached to it will move in a field.
In this example, the negative charge
will dominate.
Yet another example of the situation
studied by Owen.

ζ 1=ζ2 ⇒μ=μ DNA / 2 hypothesis
R = 9 drag-tag, flexible DNA

μ=μ DNA /2

ζ 1=ζ2

Ratio

965±5

977

1.01

Spherical drag-tag+persistent chain

Top – bead-rod with no persistence. Smaller intercepts for persistent.
2 relevant parameters: (pers. length)/(DNA thickness) and (pers.length)/(sphere radius)

Branched polymers
Main chain weights

mai
n

side

(

N −N 0
C ln 1+
w

Logarithmic dip near attachment point. The longer the branch the wider.

)

0

Will this “enhance” the effect? Perhaps not in the sense that this would move
faster (because the friction also increases), but in the sense that the + part can
be made even more strongly charged and the thing would still move in the –
direction.

Branched polymers
Side chain weights

main

main

side

side

Grows then falls near attachment point when the “main” chain is short.

Branched drag-tag
Consider the most extreme case – branching point at attachment point

DNA

drag-tag

The limit of:

Comparison to solid drag-tags (sphere, cube). Match friction. Flexible branch
“shadows” better than a solid particle.

(The limiting case of the) branched drag-tag – mobility

DNA

drag-tag

Intercept similar to (but slightly smaller than) for a regular flexible drag-tag.

(The limiting case of the) branched drag-tag – mobility

DNA

drag-tag

Very similar for large NDNA.

(The limiting case of the) branched drag-tag – mobility

DNA

drag-tag

Exponent 1, unlike for flexible drag-tag attached at end, but same as for a sphere.

4-branched star with equal branch lengths

Goes below 0 near the centre. Unphysical. Probably due to neglect of excluded
volume. Less severe when the beads are smaller. Likely levels off around 0.

Excluded volume effects
So far, neglected excluded volume for the chains. If we use,

1
−ν
〈 〉 ∝∣i− j∣
r ij
it can be shown (“sort of”) that the divergence of the weight function is ~ j -(1-ν)/2,
and therefore the 3/4 power law is replaced with (1+ ν)/2. For ν = 0.588 this is
0.794. ν = 1 – weight function logarithmic.

Accuracy of the Kirkwood-Riseman approximation
For a bead-spring chain the drag coefficient can be calculated analytically (Zimm,
1956):
2

ζ≈2 √ 3 Γ (3/4)ηb √ N ≈5.202 ηb √ N

ζ
≈0.676
6 π η Rg

BD with HI gives 0.62±0.03 and renormalization group theory gives 0.64
[Jendrejack et al., JCP 113 (2000) 2894].
So the approximation is quite accurate, but, of course, the effects we are after are
rather small!

Owen's tests using his LB method with implicit ions
Weight function for a flexible chain: matches
the theory very well

But: a factor of 2 discrepancy in
mobility

Further tests are needed. Perhaps BD with HI to use an alternative method. But
in any case, it is likely that at least qualitatively these results are correct.

Summary of the results
1. End effects in the electrophoretic mobility dependence on the charge
distribution in a polymer are stronger for flexible polymers, weaker for
semiflexible polymers and still weaker for stiff rods, vanishing as the rod aspect
ratio approaches ∞.

2. For the case when the persistence lengths of the “DNA” and the “drag-tag”
differ, the end effects in the mobility dependence on the DNA length in the limit
when this length is large are the strongest when the “drag-tag” is much stiffer
than the “DNA” and the weakest in the opposite case.

3. In the limit of a large “DNA” length the deviation of the mobility of the complex
from that of the DNA alone as a function of the inverse DNA length has a powerlaw dependence with the exponent 3/4 when the DNA is flexible or semiflexible,
and 1, when it is stiff.

Summary of the results
4. In the limit of a small “DNA” length the mobility of the complex as a function of
the DNA length has the exponent 3/4 when both the DNA and the drag-tag are
flexible, ~1/2 when the drag-tag is stiff and the DNA is flexible (weak HI), 5/4
when the drag-tag is flexible and the DNA is stiff, and 1 when the drag-tag is
either a solid object or a flexible polymer attached in the middle.
5. When a polymer is attached to a solid object, the parts of the polymer and the
object close to the attachment point contribute little to the mobility of the complex
(low weights).
6. Similarly, for branched polymers the parts near branching points have low
weights.

Positively charged drag-tags

X. Wang et al., Biomacromolecules 13 (2012) 117

Use some positively charged protein residues (e.g., arginine). Increases the
friction, potentially improves separation.
Assuming that the positive charges are distributed uniformly over the dragtag and are sufficiently closely spaced,
N DNA
N DNA+ N DT

μ DNA ∫0
μ DNA+DT=

1

Γ(x ) dx−∣μ DT∣∫
1

∫0 Γ( x) dx

N DNA
N DNA+ N DT

Γ(x ) dx

Positively charged drag-tags
N DNA
N DNA+ N DT

μ DNA ∫0
μ DNA+DT=

1

Γ(x ) dx−∣μ DT∣∫

N DNA
N DNA+ N DT

Γ(x ) dx

1

∫0 Γ( x) dx
Without the end effect (Γ = const),

N DT
t DNA+DT
μ DNA
N DNA
=μ
=
DNA+DT
t DNA
∣μ DT∣ N DT
1− μ
DNA N
DNA
1+

No longer linear in NDT/NDNA
Higher slope ⇒ better separation
With the end effect included
(assuming the polymers are
flexible), still a 3/4 power
dependence.

Positively charged drag-tags
A potential concern: electrostatic attraction between the drag-tag and the DNA.
Drag-tag more compact ⇒ less drag.
A toy model:
charges
dr

g
ta
ag

2D

⇒

simplify
DNA

DNA: a semi-infinite charged rod (1 charge per
Bjerrum length); drag-tag: a bead-spring chain
of charges.

⇔

semi-infinite

Drag-tag beads – DNA interaction:

{

∞ , r<d ,
U (r )= 2 k B T ln(r /λ D ), d <r <λ D ,
0, r >λ D.
No repulsion between drag-tag beads.

infinite

Positively charged drag-tags
DNA radius d = 0.5 nm
RMSD between charges b = 2.12 nm

A transition between a random
coil state (Rg~N1/2) at low λD
and a collapsed state (Rg
independent of N) at high λD
random
coil

Experimentally relevant
collapsed

(typical λD between 1 and 2
nm)
Use higher ionic strengths to
increase friction

Other projects
1. Electrophoresis of stiff and slightly flexible rods in arrays of obstacles.
field

Brownian Dynamics simulations.

Stiff sticks get stuck!
Make the stick slightly
flexible or the obstacles
slightly draggable.
Scaling theory

Other projects

“Anomalous yet Brownian” diffusion
S. Granick's group [B. Wang et al., PNAS 106 (2009) 15160].
1. Beads on lipid bilayer tubes (1D)

2. Nanospheres in entangled actin filaments
(3D)

3. Small beads in suspensions of large
beads
Non-Gaussian distribution of displacements (at short times in the 1st system, at all times in the 2nd);
exponential tails. Yet the MSD is linear in time as expected for usual Fickian diffusion (not sub- or
superdiffusive).

Other projects

“Anomalous yet Brownian” diffusion
S. Granick's group [B. Wang et al., PNAS 106 (2009) 15160].
1. Beads on lipid bilayer tubes (1D)

2. Nanospheres in entangled actin filaments
(3D)

3. Small beads in suspensions of large
beads
Non-Gaussian distribution of displacements (at short times in the 1st system, at all times in the 2nd);
exponential tails. Yet the MSD is linear in time as expected for usual Fickian diffusion (not sub- or
superdiffusive).

Mean square displacement

Strictly linear
Toy model: “diffusing diffusivity”
Particles diffuse, but their diffusivity itself
“diffuses' (undergoes a random walk).
Models of financial markets.

Displacement distribution

Exponential fits for small N
Gaussian fits for large N
“Mixed” fits for intermediate N –
interpolate between an exponential at
small x and a Gaussian at large x

G x= A exp−B  1 x / x 02 

Other projects
3. Optimizing Lattice Monte Carlo algorithms for diffusion

Move left or right at every step or stay put with a certain probability reducing the time
increment accordingly. Which is more accurate?
Answer: moving every third step on average is the most accurate choice.
Chubynsky and Slater, Phys. Rev. E 85, 016709 (2012)

Also: algorithms for the case when diffusivity varies in space. The issue of
interpretation of the noise term in the Langevin equation arises (Stratonovich, Ito,
etc., calculi). How to treat this properly? A Lattice Monte Carlo algorithm can be
better than a BD simulation.

